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Strong Fano effect in the magnetic circular dichroism of the PtN6,7 core absorption
of ferromagnetic CoPt3
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We report the core photoabsorption~XAS! and magnetic circular dichroism~MCD! spectra in the Pt
N6,7(4 f→5d) region of the ferromagnetic CoPt3. The measured XAS spectra have shown typical Fano line
shapes, and the MCD spectrum has shown very unusual features that cannot be explained within the framework
of the conventional selection rule for the dipole transition. It is revealed from a theoretical analysis that the
strong Fano effect is essential to interpret these MCD features. We will discuss in detail the influence of the
Fano effect on the PtN6,7 MCD line shape.@S0163-1829~97!03306-7#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The ordered alloysMPt3 ~M5V, Cr, Mn, Fe, Co! have a
Cu3Au-type crystal structure and have attracted much in
est due to their wide variety of magnetic properties. In th
intermetallic compounds, the Pt sites have induced magn
moments due to the hybridization with the spin-polarizedd
states of transition metal sites. VPt3 ~Ref. 1! and CrPt3 ~Refs.
2 and 3! reveal ferrimagnetic ordering in the sense that
moment on the Pt sites is antiparallel to that on the 3d tran-
sition metal sites. MnPt3 ~Refs. 3 and 4! and CoPt3 ~Ref. 5!
are ferromagnets, whereas FePt3 ~Ref. 6! shows antiferro-
magnetic ordering. The contribution of the orbital moment
the total moment on the Pt sites is expected to be import
because the Pt atom is so heavy~atomic numberZ578! that
the spin-orbit coupling of the Pt 5d electrons is fairly large
~coupling constantz5d.0.5 eV!. It is interesting to investi-
gate the variation of botĥLz& ~the orbital angular momen
tum! and ^Sz& ~spin! on the Pt sites through the series
MPt3 to reveal the origin of their rich variety of magnet
orderings. Maruyamaet al.7,8 have measured MCD spectr
of MPt3 ~M5Cr, Mn, Co! and ferromagnetic Fe3Pt ~Ref. 9!
in the PtL2,3 edges~2p→5d transition by hard x ray!. Using
the magneto-optical sum rules,10,11 they have shown interest
ing variations of^Lz& and ^Sz& on the Pt site. In CrPt3, the
^Lz& component dominates the magnetic moment on the
site, contrastingly, it disappears in MnPt3. In the case of
CoPt3, the ^Sz& contribution is predominant and the^Lz& is
aligned parallel to thêSz&. Very recently, Iwashitaet al.12

have calculated the electronic band structures ofMPt3 by
using the full-potential linear augmented plane wa
~FLAPW! method with including the spin-orbit interaction a
a perturbation. Their calculation reproduces the experime
trend of thê Lz& and^Sz& well. The orbital moment of Pt in
550163-1829/97/55~6!/3749~8!/$10.00
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CoPt3 is, however, underestimated by a factor of about tw
In this paper, we report on the MCD spectrum of ferr

magnetic CoPt3 observed in the photon energy range of\v
550–80 eV. The observed MCD spectrum in the
N6,7(4 f→5d) region has shown very unusual features. T
MCD spectral shape deviates completely from the one
pected by considering the conventional selection rule of
dipole transition. From a detailed theoretical analysis, it
found that the unusual line shape of the MCD is caused b
strong interference effect~Fano effect13! in the form of reso-
nant photoemission.

In Sec. II, we describe the experimental results. In S
III, we present a theoretical framework and calculation do
to explain the PtN6,7 MCD features of CoPt3. Section IV is
devoted to the concluding remarks.

II. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The polycrystalline sample of ferromagnetic CoPt3 was
prepared by the arc-melting technique from 99.9% pure
and Pt in argon atmosphere. In order to develop the orde
arrangement of atoms, the cast was annealed for 5 wee
680 °C. An x-ray diffraction study showed the Cu3Au-type
ordered structure. The Curie temperature was 367 K and
total magnetic moment was measured to be 2.71mB/CoPt3 at
4.2 K. From the result of neutron scattering,5 it is known that
the Pt site has an induced magnetic momentMPt
50.26mB/atom and the Co site has a mome
MCo51.64mB/atom at 77 K. It is believed that they ar
coupled ferromagnetically.

Core photoabsorption spectra~XAS! and MCD spectra in
the range of\v550–80 eV were measured at the beamli
BL28A ~Ref. 14! of the Photon Factory in the Nationa
Laboratory for High Energy Physics~KEK!. The circularly
3749 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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3750 55T. SHISHIDOUet al.
polarized light was supplied by a helical undulator. Almo
completely polarized light was obtained at the peak of
first harmonic of the undulator radiation. The full bandwid
of the monochromatized incident photons was set to ab
0.1 eV. A clean sample surface was obtained by in s
scraping with using a diamond file under ultrahigh vacu
condition~.131029 Torr!. The sample was cooled down b
liquid N2. A magnetic field of about 1.1 T was applied to th
sample by using an apparatus with two sets of perman
dipole magnets15 made of Nd-Fe-B alloy. XAS spectra wer
measured by the total photoelectron yield~TPY! method by
directly measuring the sample current while scanning
photon energy~\v!. It is widely known that the TPY spec
trum well represents the photoabsorption in the core exc
tion region. MCD spectra were taken by reversing the dir
tion of the magnetic fieldH applied to the sample at each\v
while the helicity of the light was fixed. We define the MC
spectrum asI12I2, whereI1 and I2 denote the absorption
intensity with the photon spin~helicity! parallel and antipar-
allel to the direction of the applied magnetic field, respe
tively ~note that our definition of MCD is opposite to the on
in Ref. 16.!

The experimental results obtained in the photon ene
range of\v550–80 eV are shown in Fig. 1. Here the so
and dashed curves represent the XAS spectra,I1 and I2,
respectively, and the dots show the MCD spectrum. O
recognizes rather broad peaks in the XAS, which origin
from the core excitations of the Pt 5p3/2, Co 3p, Pt 5p1/2,
and Pt 4f states as indicated in the figure. Clear MCD s
nals are seen near each edge. The Pt 5p→5d XAS shows a
large spin-orbit splitting~.13 eV! with a positive and a
negativeMCD signals in the regions of the 5p3/2 and 5p1/2
components, respectively. Considering the selection rule
thep→d dipole transition, we confirm from these MCD sig
nals that the magnetic moment on the Pt site~MPt! is aligned
parallel to the applied magnetic field~H!, MPtiH. The mag-

FIG. 1. Core absorption~XAS! and MCD spectra of CoPt3 in
the photon energy range\v550–80 eV. The solid and dashe
curves show the XAS spectra,I1 andI2, measured by means of th
total photoelectron yield method. The dots show the MCD sp
trum, I12I2. The horizontal dotted line represents the MCD ze
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netic moment on the Co site is confirmed to be parallel toH,
becauseMCo~1.64mB/atom! dominates the total magnetic mo
ment of CoPt3. Therefore, we can reach a conclusion th
MPtiMCo, which is consistent with the neutron scatterin
result.5

Noticeable MCD signals are observed in the higher
ergy region where the Pt 4f→5d absorption ~4 f XAS!
arises. We have carried out a detailed measurement of th
4 f MCD in the narrow photon energy range of\v570–80
eV. The results are shown in Fig. 2. In theI1 and I2 XAS
spectra, one can see broad peaks related to the 4f 7/2 and 4f 5/2
components at about 74 and 77.5 eV. In the prethresh
regions of both components, clear dips are observed. A
result, the XAS spectrum has a very asymmetric line sha
It is well known that such a characteristic line shape
caused by the Fano effect.13,17The MCD spectrum displayed
in the lower panel of Fig. 2 also shows characteristic fe
tures. Considering the direction of the Pt moment~MPtiH!
and the selection rule for thef→d dipole transition, one
expects that the MCD signal should become negative in
4 f 7/2 and positive in the 4f 5/2 region. The observed MCD
spectrum deviates considerably from such an expectation
shows very unusual features, namely, apositiveand anega-
tiveMCD signals in the 4f 7/2 region with increasing\v, and
a negativeand apositivesignals in the 4f 5/2 region. As a
whole, the MCD line shape is well represented by the le
‘‘W.’’ It is known that the Fano effect gives rise to som
characteristic features in MCD spectra. Mutoet al.18,19 have
measured MCD spectra in theM2,3 (3p→3d) edge of Ni
metal and in theN4,5 (4d→4 f ) edge of rare-earth metals. I
such a shallow core excitation, the Fano effect is not ne
gible and they observed characteristic ‘‘extended MCD
features. The overall line shape of their MCD, however,
well understood within the framework of ordinaryp→d ~Ni!
or d→ f ~rare-earth! dipole transition. In the case of th
present Pt 4f , the MCD line shape cannot even be qualit
tively explained in the framework of the dipole selectio

-
.

FIG. 2. Detailed XAS and MCD spectra taken in the Pt 4f→5d
excitation region. The XAS shows asymmetric Fano line shape
the MCD spectrum reveals very unusual features. See text for
tails.
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55 3751STRONG FANO EFFECT IN THE MAGNETIC CIRCULAR . . .
rule. We suppose that an extremely strong Fano effect m
be the origin of this unusual MCD. In the following sectio
we present basic concepts to treat this problem and perfo
simplified theoretical calculation in order to discuss the
fluence of the Fano effect on the Pt 4f MCD spectrum.

III. DISCUSSION

The basic concepts concerned about the Fano effect in
PtN6,7 region are schematically illustrated in Fig. 3. First w
regard the electron configuration of the Pt in the ground s
as 5dn. The Pt 4f XAS leads to the quasidiscrete excite
states 4f 135dn11. On the other hand, the Pt 5d photoemis-
sion @5d valence photoemission spectroscopy~PES!# process
always occurs at any\v, producing the 5dn21e l continuum
states. Here,e l denotes the photoelectron state with energe
and the orbital angular momentuml ~l5p or f !. The Pt 5p
core level lies in the energy region between the 4f core and
the 5d valence states, so that the 5p PES process also take
place for a photon energy corresponding to the 4f XAS ex-
citation, resulting in the 5p55dne* l * continuum states
~l *5s or d!. The discretelike excited states (4f 135dn11) are
embedded in the various continua and will interact with th
by Coster-Kro¨nig transitions~4 f5d5d and 4f5p5d CK tran-
sitions!. From these configuration interactions, the 4f XAS
process (4f→5d), which is followed by the CK decay, wil
interfere with the direct PES processes and will lead to
asymmetric Fano line shape.

In order to clarify how the Fano effect works on the Ptf
MCD spectrum of CoPt3, we perform a simplified calcula
tion in this section. The Fano effect is essentially an int
atomic phenomenon, so that the information about the lo

FIG. 3. A conceptual diagram representing the interactions
the Pt 4f XAS process. The vertical axis represents the total ene
of the system. In addition to the 4f→5d dipole transition~4 f
XAS!, the 5d PES and 5p PES processes also occur. There is
configuration interaction between the discretelike excited states
continuum states via the CK transitions, which leads to the Fa
type interference effect.
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electronic and magnetic states projected to one Pt sit
needed. The Anderson impurity model is suitable for t
purpose. We pick out one Pt atom which will be photoe
cited and regard this atom as an impurity that has anatomic
5d orbital. The electronic states constructed by other Co
Pt atoms are considered to be Bloch states which would
well described by the band structure calculation. We reg
these Bloch states as ‘‘electron reservoir orbitals’’~hereafter
denoted byv!. We assume a hybridization between the im
purity 5d orbital andv. Due to this hybridization, the impu
rity Pt would have a magnetic moment, reflecting the sp
polarized DOS of the reservoir state. The ground state of
systemug& is assumed to be symbolically expressed as

ug&5c1u5d10&1c2u5d9v&. ~1!

Here, u5d10& denotes the state where the impurity Pt has
5d10 configuration and the reservoir states below the Fe
energy are occupied, andu5d9v& is the state which can be
created fromu5d10& by transferring one of the 5d electrons
into the empty reservoir state above the Fermi energy. O
configurations~5d8v2, etc.! and the bandwidth of the unoc
cupied reservoir states are tentatively neglected. The p
group symmetry around the Pt atom is assumed asOh for
simplicity although it is actuallyD4h in CoPt3. The Hamil-
tonian of the system is expressed as

H5(
m

edndm
1
1

2
Udd (

mÞm8
ndm

ndm8
1Hd~zd!1Hf~z f !

1(
s

(
i
VY i

~s!(
g i

~adg is

1 avg is
1H.c.!. ~2!

In Eq. ~2!, the origin of energy is taken at the reservoir lev
~Fermi energy!. The first term represents the one-body e
ergy of the 5d states. Here,m denotes the combined inde
specifying the 5d magnetic quantum number and spin sta
The second term represents the 5d-5d repulsive Coulomb
interaction. The third and fourth terms represent the sp
orbit interaction of the 5d ~with a coupling constantzd! and
4 f core states~zf!, respectively. We use the Hartree Fo
valueszd50.52 eV andzf51.00 eV. The last term expresse
the hybridization between the impurity 5d and reservoir
states. The indexs denotes the spin state and the ind
gi runs over the basis of theYi ~t2g or eg! irreducible
representation of theOh group. The empirical relationVeg
522Vt2g

is assumed. The spin-dependent hybridizat
strength is considered to be related to the reservoir DOS
the relation ofV2~s!}DOS~s!.20 According to the LAPW
band structure calculation of CoPt3,

21 the total DOS at the
Fermi energy~constructed mainly by the Co 3d and Pt 5d
states! shows the ratio of DOS~down!/DOS~up!.0.45 ~the
majority spin is the down spin in our definition!, and we
assumeV~down!50.73V~up!. Let us define the average en
ergy difference between the two configurations
D5E(5d10)2E(5d9v). It may be clear thatD is positive
because the Pt 5d electron number is close to 9 according
the band structure calculation. The free parameters in Eq~2!
are onlyD andVeg

(↑). We choose the parameters so as
obtain the total magnetic moment̂ Mz&52(2^Sz&
1^Lz&)50.26mB , that is the Pt moment observed by neutr
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3752 55T. SHISHIDOUet al.
scattering.5 From this restriction the number of the free p
rameters is reduced to only one, so that we treatD as the free
parameter. In Table I, we show the calculated ground-s
properties with varyingD. For largerD, both n5d ~the 5d
electron number,^gu(mndm

ug&) and ^Lz&/^Sz& become
smaller.

We briefly explain the photoexcitation processes. D
cretelike4 f /5d10v states will be excited by the 4f→5d di-
pole transition from the ground state given by Eq.~1!. We
call these states theintermediatestates because they wi
soon decay into variousfinal states by the Coster-Kro¨nig
transitions as shown in Fig. 3. Eigenvalues and eigenfu
tions of the intermediate states are denoted asEm and um&,
respectively. The final states can be reached not only via
intermediate states but also directly from the ground state
the 5d PES and 5p PES processes. Their eigenvalues a
eigen functions are denoted asEf e and u f e&. We ignore the
interaction between the photoelectron and the rest of
system, so thatu f e& can be expressed as a direct prod
u f e&5u f &ue& with Ef e5Ef1e; here ue& denotes the
photoelectron state andu f & is the eigenstate of the res
of the system ~symbolically, u f &5c18u5d

9&1c28u5d
8v&

1c38u5p5d
10&1c48u5p5d

9v&!.
We calculate the PtN6,7 XAS spectrum using theT ma-

trix which is generally applied in the calculation of excitatio
spectra with interference effect.22 Our T matrix is defined as

T~v!5V1V
1

z2H2Hpe2V
V. ~3!

Here,z5v1Eg1 i t ~t→10!, v is the incident photon en
ergy,Eg is the energy of the ground stateug&, H is given by
Eq. ~2!, and Hpe is the Hamiltonian of a photoelectro
~Hpeue&5eue&!. Based on the concepts illustrated in Fig. 3, t
perturbationV is given by

V5VA
k1VD

k 1VCK1H.c. ~4!

The superscriptk denotes the photon helicity~k561!. The
operatorVA

k is to represent the 4f→5d dipole transition~4 f
XAS! which is expressed by the dipole matrix eleme
^4 f ur u5d&. The operatorVD

k represents the direct photoemi
sion processes. VD

k consists of two parts, VD
k

5VD
k (5d)1VD

k (5p), where the two operators are describ
with the use of the matrix element̂ 5dur ue l & and
^5pur ue* l * &, respectively. The operatorVCK likewise repre-
sents the Coster-Kro¨nig ~CK! transitions,VCK5VCK(5d)
1VCK(5p), where VCK(5d) and VCK(5p) describe
the 4 f5d5d and 4 f5p5d CK decays expressed with th
use of the radial integrals Rk(5d,5d;4 f ,e l ) and
Rk(5p,5d;4 f ,e* l * ), respectively. We calculate theT matrix

TABLE I. The ground-state properties calculated with varyi
the parameterD[E(5d10)2E(5d9v). We choseVeg

(↑) so as to
obtain ^Mz&50.26mB .

D ~eV! 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0

Veg
(↑)(eV) 1.60 1.95 2.25 2.55 2.80

n5d 9.40 9.39 9.38 9.37 9.36
^Lz&/^Sz& 0.705 0.605 0.543 0.492 0.459
te

-

c-

he
y
d

e
t

t

by taking into account the perturbation up to the lowest or
of VA

k andVD
k , and to infinite orders ofVCK . Although the

operatorsVCK andVD
k are actually depending on the phot

electron kinetic energye, we disregard theire dependences
for simplicity. After some algebra,22 the T matrix is ex-
pressed as

T~v!5~VA
k12 ipVD

k1VCK!
1

z2Hm1 iG
~VA

k2 ipVCK
1 VD

k !

2 ipVD
k1VD

k . ~5!

Here, Hm is the Hamiltonian of the intermediate sta
(Hmum&5Emum&), andG5pVCK

1 VCK. The absorption spec
trum I k~v! is given by the optical theorem as

I k~v!52
1

p
Im^guT~v!ug&. ~6!

We should first evaluate various matrix elements listed
Table II. The radial part of the one-electron wave functi
cnlms(r ,u,f)5[Pnl(r )/r ]Ylm(u,f)x(s) is evaluated from
the nonrelativistic atomic Hartree Fock approximation.23 The
radial wave function of the continuum state is obtained fro
the following differential equation24 in the units of Rydberg
and Bohr radius:

F2
d2

dr2
1
l ~ l11!

r 2
1Ve l~r !GPe l~r !5ePe l~r !. ~7!

The normalization condition is

Pe l~r ! ——→
r→`

p21/2e21/4

^sin@e1/2r2 lp/22e21/2 ln~2e1/2r !1d l #,

wheredl is a phase shift. The potentialV
e l may be expressed

as24

Ve l~r !522Z/r1VH~r !2@24r~r !/p#1/3. ~8!

Here the second term is the Hartree potential energy in
field of theN21 bound electrons. The third term represen
the exchange energy with the bound electrons of
electron-densityr(r ). Ve l(r ) was evaluated with using th
nonrelativistic HF radial wave functions of the bound ele
trons, and Eq.~7! was solved. The absolute values of th
evaluated^5dur ue l & and ^5pur ue* l * & were, however, too
small to explain the interference effect. We suppose that
failure comes from the nonrelativistic treatment of the bou
electrons. The Pt atom is rather heavy~Z578!, so that the
core s and p electrons would be relativistically contracte
toward the nucleus and the nuclear attractive poten
22Z/r would be strongly shielded.25 So, relativistic effects
should be taken into account. Being based on the local d
sity approximation~LDA !, the scalar-relativistic LAPW po-
tential VAPW(r ) of CoPt3,

26 was employed as the potentia
Ve l(r ). It is known that a bold approximation of LDA in the
treatment of the exchange-correlation term induces a wr
behavior ofVAPW(r ) for large r . NamelyVAPW descreases
very fast~exponentially! whereas it should behave as22/r
for larger in the units of Rydberg and Bohr radius. In ord
to eliminate such a shortcoming,VAPW is modified as
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TABLE II. Values of the matrix elements evaluated by using the HF radial wave functions for the b
states and the modified LAPW potential for continuum~See text for details!. The employed units area0
~Bohr radius! for ^4 f ur u5d&, a0 /AeV for other dipole matrix elements andAeV for Rk’s. We chose the
kinetic energy of the continuum electron ase570 eV ande*510 eV.

^4 f ur u5d&50.2235
^5dur uep&50.02907 ^5pur ue* s&50.07415
^5dur ue f &50.07636 ^5pur ue* d&520.1176

direct exchange

Rk(5d,5d;4 f ,e l )
k51 k53 k55

l5p 0.02960 20.001095
l5 f 20.2195 20.1568 20.1091
l5h 0.03723 0.02034

Rk(5p,5d;4 f ,e* l * )
k52 k54 k51 k53 k55

l *5s 0.005459 20.01083
l *5d 20.3443 20.2369 20.3161 20.2466
l *5g 20.01590 20.005665 20.005082 20.003086
ta
c-
W
fin
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is
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rVAPW
e l ~r !5H rVAPW~r ! ~ if rVAPW<22!

22 ~otherwise!.
~9!

As for the bound states’ radial wave functionsP5d, P5p, and
P4 f which appear in the required matrix elements, we ten
tively used the nonrelativistic atomic HF radial wave fun
tions~for P5d, the HF result is almost the same as the LAP
radial wave function except for the behavior near the muf
tin radius where the contribution of the neighboring muffi
tin sphere takes place!. The matrix elements obtained by th
way are listed in Table II. In the calculation of the spect
the values ofRk are reduced to 80% of the values in Table
in order to match the experimental spectral broadening.

Maruyamaet al.have so far estimated the ratio^Lz&/^Sz&
of the Pt site of CoPt3 as being about 0.6.

8 In our theoretical
framework, the same value of̂Lz&/^Sz& is obtained by
choosing the parameterD51.5 eV ~See Table I!. Starting
from this ground state, let us examine how the Fano ef
works on the MCD spectrum. For this purpose, we introdu
a coefficientQD which scales the dipole matrix elements
the direct photoemission processes asQD^5dur ue l & and
QD^5pur ue* l * &. WhenQD equals zero, there is no direc
photoemission process so that the interference effect doe
occur. As we increaseQD from zero, the Fano effect would
become gradually stronger. The results calculated with va
ing QD are shown in Fig. 4. The polarization-averaged XA
spectra, (I11I2)/2, are presented in the upper panel of t
figure, and the MCD spectra,I12I2, are shown in the lower
panel. In the case ofQD50, the XAS shows a simple two
peak structure. Both 4f 7/2 and 4f 5/2 components show sym
metric Lorentzian line shapes. For a finiteQD , the XAS has
an asymmetric line shape with a dip and a noticeable tail.
largerQD , these features are enhanced and the absorp
peak moves to higher photon energies. The MCD spect
also shows an interesting variation. ForQD50, the MCD
spectrum shows a negative~denoted as ‘‘A’’ in the figure!
and a positive~‘‘ B’’ ! peak in the 4f 7/2 and 4f 5/2 region,
respectively, as expected from the dipole selection rule.
largerQD , peakA becomes stronger and peakB becomes
-

-

,

ct
e

not

y-

or
on
m

or

weaker. Both peaks shift to higher energies and additio
structuresA8 andB8 appear in the lower energy region o
peaksA andB, respectively. A reasonable agreement w
the experimental result is obtained by choosing the value
QD50.4 as shown in Fig. 5. Here the dotted curves repres
the experimental results and the solid curves represent
calculated results. A monotonously increasing backgroun
subtracted from the experimental absorption spectrum.
though the calculated absorption spectrum reproduces
asymmetric Fano line shape well, a discrepancy can be s
in the region of absorption peaks. Namely the calcula
spectrum is rather sharp compared to the experimental s
trum. As for the MCD spectrum, the calculation reproduc

FIG. 4. The calculated results obtained with fixingD51.5 eV
~^Lz&/^Sz&50.6! and varying QD . In the upper panel the
polarization-averaged XAS spectra (I11I2)/2 are shown. The
lower panel shows the MCD spectraI12I2. The results forQD50,
0.2, 0.4, and 0.6 are represented by the dotted~•••!, dashed~---!,
dot-dashed~-•-!, and the solid~—! curves.
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3754 55T. SHISHIDOUet al.
peaksB and B8 fairly well, whereas a deviation is see
around peaksA andA8 in the sense that the amplitude of th
calculated spectrum is too large. The negative MCD sig
of the Pt 5p1/2 component, not taken into account in th
present calculation, may partly cancel the positive MCD
theA8 peak. The possibility of another major reason for th
discrepancy will be discussed later.

Thus the unusual MCD line shape of the Pt 4f XAS in
CoPt3 can be qualitatively understood from the spectral fu
tion of Eqs.~6! and ~5!. We will further inspect the details
with taking the 4f 7/2 region as an example. With the use
the intermediate state eigen functionsum& belonging to the
4 f 7/25d

10v configuration, and with the assumption of a co
stantG, Eq.~6! can be resolved into the following four term

I k~v!5
1

p
L~v!(

m
u^muVA

k ug&u2

2pL~v!(
m

u^muVCK
1 VD

k ug&u2

1D~v!(
m

^guVA
k1um&^muVCK

1 VD
k ug&

1^guVD
k1VD

k ug&. ~10!

Here, L~v! is the Lorentzian function,L~v!5G/~v21G2!.
The functionD~v!52v/~v21G2! becomes zero atv50 and
has extremum values61/G atv56G. Note that the origin of
v is taken atEm2Eg . The functionsL~v! andD~v! deter-
mine thev ~photon energy! dependence of each term in E
~10!. The fourth term represents the direct photoemiss
processes which just produce a background for both X
and MCD in the present framework. The first term represe
the normal photoabsorption process 4f→5d, in which
F1(k)[Smu^muVA

k ug&u2 gives a negative MCD signal in th
4 f 7/2 region according to the dipole selection rule, leading
F1(11),F1(21). The second term represents a ‘‘virtua

FIG. 5. A comparison between the experimental~dots! and the
best fit calculated~solid curves! results~QD50.4 with the ground
stateD51.5 eV!.
al

f

-

-

n
S
ts

o

process, in which the system is first excited from the grou
state into the continuum states~where either 5p or 5d elec-
tron is excited! and then goes to the intermediate states
the reverse process of the CK decay~where the excited elec
tron decays nonradiatively and the 4f electron is excited to
the 5d state!. Let us call this thesecond orderprocess in the
sense that the system follows the two sequential path
reach the stateum&. This second term contains the operat
VD

k and thus is proportional toQD
2 . It has the samev depen-

dence as the first term@due to the LorentzianL~v!#. In this
term F2(k)[Smu^muVCK

1 VD
k ug&u2 which determines thek

~helicity! dependence of the second term, has the same
pendence as the first term, namely,F2(11),F2(21). The
first and the second terms have signs opposite to each o
and the sum of the two terms is almost canceled out at anv
for QD50.4 ~the best fit value!. As the result, the third term
almost determines the spectral shape of both the XAS
MCD. This term contains both thenormalabsorption process
and thesecond orderprocess and is called aninterference
term. This has a uniquev dependence, represented byD~v!,
whereas the k dependence represented byF3(k)
[Sm^guVA

k1um&^muVCK
1 VD

k ug& is the same as the precedin
two terms. Namely,F3(11),F3(21) is realized. In Fig. 6
we show the behavior of the functionD(v)F3~k! on the
supposition ofF3~11!50.8,F3~21!51.0, andG50.5 eV. In
the upper panel of the figure, the solid~dashed! curve repre-
sents the spectrum fork511~21!. The dotted chain curve in
the lower panel represents the MCD spectru
D(v)[F3(11)2F3(21)]. Werecognize that a positive an
a negative MCD signals reproduce the experimental resu
the 4f 7/2 region well. The MCD in the 4f 5/2 region is like-
wise reproduced by this treatment. From this inspection
becomes clear that the observed unusual MCD features in
Pt N6,7 region are just reflecting thev andk dependence of
the interferenceterm.

The present theoretical approach has, however, two sh
comings. First of all, we obtained the best fit result by sett
QD50.4 ~See Figs. 4 and 5!, starting from the reasonabl

FIG. 6. An example of the spectrum of the interference te
D(v)F3(k). Considering the 4f 7/2 edge, we setF3~11!50.8,
F3~21!51.0, andG50.5 eV. See text for details.
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ground state. The spectrum withQD51.0 ~not shown! cannot
explain the experimental result because the peaksA8 andB8
become extremely enhanced. This suggests that our est
tion of the dipole matrix elements^5dur ue l & and
^5pur ue* l * & is not satisfactory. A full relativistic HF treat-
ment may reduce this disagreement. Secondly, the bes
result withQD50.4 still has some discrepancies around t
peakA andA8. These discrepancies may be coming from t
too simplified treatment of the continuum excitation pr
cesses. As shown in Fig. 3, three types of the continu
states, 5dn21e l , 5p3/25d

ne* l * , and 5p1/25d
ne* l * , are con-

sidered. The intermediate states 4f5dn11 are assumed to in-
teract with all kinds of continua. The 4f 7/25d

n11 intermedi-
ate states, however, may not be able to interact strongly w
the continuum 5p1/25d

ne* l * states. As shown in Fig. 1, the
Pt 5p1/2→5d absorption occurs around\v572 eV, and the
largest part of the 5p1/2→e* l * continuum excitation absorp
tion may be located at slightly higher energies than the
4 f 7/2→5d absorption onset. As a result, the 4f 7/25d

n11

states may not be heavily embedded in the 5p1/25d
ne* l *

continuum states. So the Fano effect around the photon
ergy of the 4f 7/2 excitation threshold region would becom
much weaker compared to the present theoretical framew
Then the amplitude of the MCD around the 4f 7/2 edge may
be substantially reduced. These discrepancies should b
moved in future.

Then we comment on magnetic sum rules.10,11We cannot
simply apply the sum rules to the PtN6,7 MCD of CoPt3,
because the coexistence of the direct photoemission pro
and the interference effect are not considered in deriving
sum rules. So we should rely on the line shape fitting ana
sis to determine the ratiôLz&/^Sz&. Figure 7 shows the cal-
culated MCD spectra for a fixedQD50.4 with varying the
value of^Lz&/^Sz& as 0.71~D51.0 eV, solid curve!, 0.49~2.5
eV, dashed!, and 0.29~7.0 eV, dotted!. The spectrum actu-
ally shows variation reflecting the change of the grou
state. The MCD amplitude in the 4f 5/2 region around the
peakB andB8 becomes larger when we reduce the value
^Lz&/^Sz&. This fact suggests that it may be possible to d
termine the ratio of̂ Lz&/^Sz& from the line shape analysis
As we have seen in Fig. 4, however, the MCD is more s
sitive to the change ofQD ~the dipole matrix elements of the
photoemission processes!, so that the determination o
^Lz&/^Sz& from the line shape analysis is very difficult unle
we accurately know the dipole matrix elements.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have measured the XAS and MCD spectra in the
N6,7 region of ferromagnetic CoPt3. The measured XAS
a-
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ess
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spectra show typical Fano line shapes with a clear dip, a
the MCD spectrum reveals very unusual features unexpe
from the dipole selection rule. From a theoretical analysis
becomes clear that the Fano effect is essential in both
XAS and MCD. A detailed inspection shows that the o
served unusual MCD features are dominated by the pho
energy and the polarization dependence of the interfere
term in the spectral function. A further elaborate theoretic
approach is necessary in determining^Lz&/^Sz& of the Pt mo-
ment. We should evaluate the accurate dipole matrix e
ments of the direct photoemission processes and treat
5p5dne* l * continuum excitation more precisely and tak
account of the real point group symmetry around the Pt s
(D4h) in the future.
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FIG. 7. Calculated MCD spectra for various ground stat
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